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ABSTRACT 

In view of the Covid-19 pandemic, all public compounds in Singapore are required to strictly               

abide by the social distancing rule implemented by the government, Hwa Chong Institution being              

one of them. Under these circumstances, it further underscores the gravity of the capability to               

obtain the real-time information of individuals inside a particular region at any specific point of               

time. The project is an upgraded version of the previous IReye 1.0 and the group collaborates                

with other groups from both the High School and College section. Although the senior project               

has achieved the purpose of counting the number of people entering a specific location using an                

infrared sensor, limitations exist as the data stored in the SD card in the device can only be                  

accessed after the event, for which the goal towards real-time data transmission has yet to be                

satisfied. Hence, the group endeavours to enhance the senior project by exploring the             

possibilities of real-time data transmission through means of arduino hardware(esp8266          

NodeMCU) programming, android app development as well as File Transfer Protocol(FTP) and            

thus offering a comprehensive and analytic approach in facilitating campus security           

management.  
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BACKGROUND 

1.1. Overview of IReye 1.0  

It is always a laborious but inevitable task to manually count the number of guests in a large 

event. On the other hand, the Covid-19 situation further highlights the significance of 

information about guest flow. To tackle this problem, IReye 1.0, an Arduino-based visitor 

counting device, was developed by a group of Hwa Chong seniors. IReye utilises infrared beams 

to count the number of people passing through. After a series of design and improvements made, 

IReye 1.0 is now highly portable, deployable(5 min assembly time), and accurate(95% 

accuracy). Hence, it serves as an auto-counting system that saves manpower and thus facilitates 

school’s security management. 

Figure 1: 

Picture of the Infrared counter by the senior group 

 

 

1.2. Limitation of IReye 1.0 

Despite IReye 1.0’s high wieldiness, limitation still exists. First, it merely supports post-event 

data retrieval as it stores data inside an SD card, which cannot be extracted during operation. 

Although improvements have been made by adding an LED screen that displays current count, 
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real-time data monitoring remains time-consuming and inconvenient, for security guards have to 

move between devices in order to see all the records. Additionally, since IReye 1.0 only records 

data, data analyses remain a manual business. In order to address the limitations mentioned 

above, this group developed IReye 2.0. 

1.3. The aim of IReye 2.0 

The goal of IReye 2.0 is to make up the deficiencies of IReye 1.0 by adding new modules and 

introducing some new features. To provide real-time data to the security guards during an event, 

IReye 2.0 is to make use of a handphone application as the data display platform and adopt a 

feasible data transmission method to transfer data from SD cards to handphones. To further 

reduce security guards’ workload from checking the devices one by one, the application has to 

congregate data collected by each device, serving as a central monitoring system. To support 

in-event data analyses, IReye 2.0 has to find a way of visualising the data, for example, in the 

form of charts.   
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DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT 

2.1. User Study(in the perspective of the school’s security guard)  

Before the group proceeds to explore feasible solutions, user studies must be carried out for more 

clarification, thus ensuring that all users’ requirements and expectations are met. 

During the group’s discussions with the school’s security manager Mr Tay, one of the future 

users of IReye 2.0, he underscored the importance of real-time data transmission and raised 

expectations on areas that the group’s project has to achieve, as well as security concerns to be 

tackled with. 

● the hardware has to be an easily removable and portable add-on device to cater to various 

interests and purposes(i.e. experiments, people tracking in large-scaled events, etc) 

● only the top three managers are able to receive the data on their phone. Since all of them 

use Android phones instead of iOS phones, our app has to be Android-based; 

● timestamped data should be transmitted to the phone and displayed on the app 

imminently to inform the security manager of the real-time figure of number of people 

inside the campus; 

● the app should allow for the cooperation of multiple devices to monitor both the 

entrances and exits at different gates; 

● sustainability of data transmission should be ensured and privacy of data should be well 

protected. 
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Figure 2 

Summary of the requirements and problems for the group. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2. Data Communication 

2.2.1. Evaluation of Several Data Platforms 

After online research and group discussion, the group listed out potential data platforms 

for data transmission, as shown below. 

Potential Platforms Advantages Disadvantages Judgement 

FTP Server on 

Arduino  

Portable, Programming is 

combined 

Unstable system, which is 

susceptible to externalities 

such as power outage, 

difficult to restore or 

maintain manually 

✕ 

FTP Server on Portable Not workable because the ✕ 
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Mobile Phone ip address of the phone 

varies with time, hence 

program has to be changed 

constantly 

FTP(S) Server on 

Computer 

Data is well protected Both computer and arduino 

have to be connected to the 

same wifi and cannot work 

separately. Thus, an extra 

computer is required 

alongside the device and 

the security guard has to 

look after it, which is a 

waste of manpower 

✕ 

Public FTP Server An established web 

server, easy to use 

Privacy of data is 

undermined as the domain 

address, account and 

password are provided by 

the website, therefore can 

be traced easily. 

✕ 

School’s Website Easy to set up It is disapproved of by the ✕ 
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Server school due to MOE 

restrictions that prohibit 

schools from sharing web 

servers with students.  

Private FTP Web 

Server 

Versatile and easily 

accessible at any place on 

any network, allowing the 

device and mobile phone 

or computer to work 

separately and remotely. 

Although data is stored on 

an external server, no one 

other than authorised 

personnel will be able to 

access the data due to 

passwords set by the 

group rather than service 

providers  

Slightly expensive to 

purchase.  

✓ 

 

After comparing the advantages and disadvantages of these platforms, the group 

eventually decided to use a web-hosting server as our intermediate platform.  
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2.2.2. Introduction of FTP Web Server 

The File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a standard network protocol used for the transfer of 

computer files between a client and server on a computer network. FTP is built on a client-server 

model architecture using separate control and data connections between the client and the server. 

FTP users may authenticate themselves with a clear-text sign-in protocol, often in the form of a 

username and password.  

2.2.3. Role of FTP Web Server in Project IReye 

In the project, the FTP web server serves as an intermediate platform for the hardware 

and the mobile phone application. There are two steps in which the data can be sent to the app:  

● The hardware receives the data from the infrared sensor and send it to the web 

server in the format of a .txt file, which is then stored in the web server; 

● The app sends a request to the server and asks for permission to access the file. 

After inputting the username and password, the app extracts the data stored in the 

server and displays it on the app itself. 

Figure 3 

Example of FTP client console 

c 
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Figure 4 

Example of the txt file stored inside the server 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 

Format of a .txt file (first column representing time and the second representing number of 

people inside a specific location) 
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Figure 6 

Workflow of data communication 

 

 

2.3. Software Design 

Software design is the core of this project. The app is what the school security manager 

directly interacts with, while all other hardware devices only serve the purpose of obtaining and 

transmitting data. In this section, the method of designing and implementing all the features of 

the app will be discussed in great detail. 

2.3.1. Development Environment & Programming Language 

In the software design of this project, Android Studio 3.5.3 is used for coding and testing 

of the app, while Java 8 is the only programming language used for implementation. 

2.3.2. Choice of target devices 

The targeted devices must have a minimum SDK version of 26 to support all the coding 

features used, such as the use of a notification channel. 
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2.3.3. Standardisation practices 

For portability and readability of code, coding practices applied in this app development 

include: java naming conventions, necessary code comments and raw string literal storage for 

easy localisation. 

2.3.3.1. Java naming conventions 

As being recommended by Java, all the class and interface identifiers are named using 

Pascal case, while all the names of Objects follow camel case. Moreover, all interface identifiers 

are named with I- prefixes. Other naming conventions applied will not be further discussed here 

due to word constraints. 

2.3.3.2. Storing of raw string literal 

As per Android standard, the app stores string literals in “string.xml” file under “values” 

folder instead of storing them right inside the code, so that the it can be translated easily.  

2.3.4. External Libraries & User Interface (UI) Widgets Used 

This section introduces all of the main UI components and external libraries used in this 

project and brief reasons for why they are used. 

2.3.4.1. Activity 

Activity defines the look of the app’s user interface and how it responds to users’ 

behaviours. An activity can be divided into two parts: its interface, and its code running in the 

background, which are discussed in section 2.3.7. and 2.3.8.. 
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2.3.4.2. Fragment 

A fragment can be considered as a sub-Activity that takes care of individual functions of 

a single Activity. In this project, four Fragments are used to display statistics, charts, device 

information and settings inside MainInterfaceActivity. 

2.3.4.3. RecyclerView 

A RecyclerView is a powerful tool that is able to display a list of similar items on screen. 

An adapter is needed for every RecyclerView to specify how each item is obtained and drawn. 

2.3.4.4. MPAndroidChart 

This is an open-source project on Github, and is one of the best charting tools available. 

All the charts in the app are drawn using this widget.  

2.3.4.5. SharedPreferences 

In this app, SharedPreferences are used to store setting data and some app status. For all 

the key-value pairs used, please refer to Appendix. 

2.3.4.6. Apache FTP Client 

Since this project is empowered by FTP in terms of data transmission, this external 

library is used to achieve simple interactions with the FTP server through methods like 

connect(), login() and retrieveFile(). 

2.3.5. Custom UI Widgets 

Some UI components are needed but may not be readily available online. In this case, 

programmers have to create their own ones. In this project, A dropdown window and a dialog 

message is customised to meet the aesthetic requirements of simplicity and minimalism. 
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2.3.5.1. MyDropdownWindow 

This is a LinearLayout consisting of a bar and a collapsible window. By tapping on the 

bar, the window can be expanded and collapsed with smooth animation. One main feature of this 

widget is that the bar will remain visible inside the screen if the top part of its window is clipped 

by its parent when the user scrolls it up, and it will remain fixed at the top until the window goes 

completely out of the screen. The Implementation involves many measurements and calculations 

and is illustrated by the code below. The variables representing dimensions or coordinates are 

visualised in the figure above it. 

Figure 7 

Demonstration on the Fixed Top Bar Feature 

 

Note. The bar “Device demo_in” remains on the screen when scrolled up. 
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Figure 8 

Illustration of How the Bar can be Fixed Without Moving Out of the Screen 

 

Code Snippet 1 

Code that Ensures the Bar is Positioned at the Correct Place 
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The window is essentially a FrameLayout, where any type of view can be added in 

runtime. Its hide and show animations are implemented using ValueAnimators.  

This widget is used in this app to hold and display all the information in its three 

fragments. 

This widget is also capable of changing its own window size when the view inside is 

replaced or has changed its own size, through adding layout listeners to the view. As such, it is a 

well-developed, robust, good-looking and easy-to-use UI component that can be used in any 

other application beyond this one. 

2.3.5.2. MyCustomDialog 

A dialog is commonly used for showing a prompt message to let users confirm an 

operation. Here, the default Dialog class is extended as MyCustomDialog which replaces the 

original ill-looking layout with a customised new one (as shown in the figure below). 

Figure 9 

 

This prompt can be invoked by constructing a new instance of MyCustomDialog and 

calling necessary methods. 

The title, prompt message, texts on the two buttons and listener events when buttons are 

pressed down all can be changed using their respective setter method. To avoid redundancy, 
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Builder Pattern is supported here by making all its member methods return the current Object. To 

illustrate this, refer to the code snippet below: 

Code Snippet 2 

 

By returning this, the dialog can be constructed by calling methods consecutively in the 

format of “someObject.method1().method2().method3() …” without having to write 

out the Object’s name before each method call. 

To support single-choice dialog (shown below), this widget will show only one button if 

either setCancel() or setConfirm() is not called. 

Figure 10 

 

2.3.6. Helper Methods 

Help methods are simple code reused in many parts of a programme to perform some 

easy tasks. The most important method worth mentioning here is ApacheFtpUtil.  

2.3.6.1. ApacheFtpUtil 

This class contains the only FTPClient instance used for data transmission, as well as the 

FTP user information given by users at log-in time. Its connect method connects to FTP server 
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and logs into it using the username, password, server name and port number passed as 

parameters. After calling it, the FTPClient will be in a ready-to-use state. 

2.3.7. UI Design 

Drawing of the UI determines the final appearance of the app to users, and is done by 

modifying xml files stored under the resource folder. As this is an app used internally by school 

staff, this app follows a minimalistic style, it only uses blue, white and black as major colours.  

2.3.7.1. Draft of UI structure that meets users’ requirements 

To fulfill the security requirements, the app should include a login page to block 

unauthorised individuals from getting any confidential information. As for real-time data display, 

the number of guests currently in the campus must be shown in big numbers, and other 

information must also be present. 

Therefore, the following app layout that includes all essential features previously 

mentioned were drafted. 

Figure 11 

Draft of App Interface Design 
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2.3.7.2. LoginActivity xml layout 

The image below shows the final layout design for the LoginActivity. It consists of An 

ImageView of the school logo, A TextView of the name of the app, a View as a horizontal 

divider, a TextView of description, two EditTexts for username and password input, a checkbox 

for remembering login details, a Button for logging in, an image as background, and a button 

displaying the source from which the image was get, all of which laid inside a ConstraintLayout. 

Figure 12 

Final Design of the Login Interface and Its Layout Structure 

 

2.3.7.3. MainInterfaceActivity xml layout 

The image below shows the final design of the main interface. Its root view is also 

ConstraintLayout. Inside, there is a CollapsingToolBarLayout that shrinks into a bar when being 
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scrolled up (shown in the picture as the top half of the layout which has a image background), a 

ViewPager that can be swiped horizontally to switch between four subpages. At the bottom is a 

BottomNavigationView that offers an alternative way of navigating between pages. In the 

meanwhile, a SwipeRefreshLayout was added as well to support the retrieval of data function. 

Figure 13 

Final Design of the Main Interface and Its Layout Structure 

 

Note. The leftmost image shows the layout appearance when the toolbar is not collapsed; the 

middle image shows a collapsed one. 

2.3.7.4. Fragment xml layouts 

All the four Fragments have similar layouts and are placed into the ViewPager. Each of 

them display a list of entries. The StatsFragment, ChartsFragment and DevicesFragment use 
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MyDropdownWindow to wrap each entry, whereas SettingFragment has its own children types. 

An example of an entry is shown in Figure 13, namely the white bar in the middle which reads 

“statistics”. 

The Figure below illustrates each fragment’s content. 

Figure 14 

 

 

Note. Top-left: Dropdown window with statistics used in StatsFragment; top-right: dropdown 

window with charts in ChartsFragment; bottom-left: dropdown window with device information 

in DevicesFragment; bottom-right: setting entries in SettingsFragment. 
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2.3.8. Implementation (Java code) 

Implementation of all the Activities’ functionalities determines the ways in which the app 

responds to user’s actions. Several examples of user actions involved in this app include: 

pressing the login button, manual pull-to-refresh and changing user preferences (settings). Code 

must be properly designed to handle all these actions so that the users get expected responses.  

2.3.8.1. Implementation of LoginActivity 

First and foremost, to get the references to UI components declared inside the 

corresponding xml file, it is necessary to call findViewById() using self-defined ids at the 

very start of onCreate() method, as shown below: 

Code snippet 3 

 

After this, the component named iv_login_info can be accessed via the local variable 

mIvInfo. Naming of such variables follows this conventional format: m + <abbreviation of its 

type> + <brief description>, where m stands for member of a class.  

To handle a login event, an OnClickListener is assigned to the login button through 

setOnClickListener(). Each time the button is clicked, the overridden OnClick() method 

inside will be called. This way, inside OnClick(), connection to the FTP server can be 

attempted to establish using information extracted from the two editable text boxes. Since 

Android version Honeycomb, network operation must be performed in a separate thread, or an 

exception will be thrown. Thus connect() in ApacheFtpUtil must be called inside a new 

thread and inform the main thread of the result via a handler. When the handler receives a 
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message indicating success, the app will jump to MainInterfaceActivity; otherwise an error 

message will pop up. Below is the core code for the abovementioned operations: 

Code Snippet 4 

 

For the sake of convenience, if the box under the password textbox is checked, the 

username and password input will be saved and restored upon next use. Safety will never be 

compromised since the users can uncheck the box which will erase login information from the 

memory. 

2.3.8.2. Implementation of MainInterfaceActivity 

2.3.8.2.1. Setting up collapsible toolbar animation 

When the users perform a swipe-up gesture, the toolbar will be collapsed. In the 

meantime, the white circle and texts on it will follow its motion and fade in colour till completely 

invisible. The number, however, will remain on top of the screen with a small font size so that it 

can fit. This is done inside OnOffsetChangedListener with a bit of calculation to determine how 

vague and big the components should be for a given offset. 
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2.3.8.2.2. Enabling navigation between fragment pages 

Two methods are designed to navigate between pages, one is through a horizontal swipe, 

the other is by clicking on icons located at the bottom. The first method is enabled by default, 

while the second needs an additional listener set for the BottomNavigationView to inform the 

ViewPager when an icon is selected. Reversely, a listener is as well needed for the ViewPager to 

inform the BottomNavigationView which icon should be highlighted. 

2.3.8.2.3. Setting refresh event 

When a refresh is invoked, the update() method will be called. It first gets the latest data 

from the server using DataGetter, then dispatches the retrieved data to each fragment for further 

processing. The mechanism of DataGetter will be covered in Section 2.3.9. 

Figure 15 

Data processing workflow 

 

2.3.8.2.4. Configuring up ViewPager 

Each of the fragments is instantiated and put into the viewpager’s adapter.  
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2.3.8.2.5. Setting start/stop button listener 

If the “ongoing” attribute in shared preferences is false, meaning the app is not 

currently in the counting state, pressing the button will invoke start() method to start 

counting, and “ongoing” will be correspondingly set to true. If otherwise, stop() is called and 

“ongoing” will be set to false. 

2.3.8.2.6. Enabling auto refresh 

An AutoRefresh instance is initialised. It creates a thread which automatically invokes 

the refresh() method. If either “autoRefresh” or “ongoing” is false, it will do nothing. 

2.3.8.2.7. Setting logout dialog 

The key event for the back key is overwritten in OnKeyUp(). When the users press the 

back key, a dialog will pop out to confirm whether they really want to log off. If “OK” is chosen, 

the app will be finished and will return to the login page if reopened. 

2.3.8.2.8. Setting timer 

A timer is set in the top circle indicating how much time has passed since the start of the 

current counting. 

2.3.8.2.9. Properly disconnecting from FTP server 

In the Activity’s OnDestroy() method, the FTP client is properly logged off and 

disconnected from the server. 

2.3.8.3 Implementation of SubPage and SubPageAdapter 

SubPage is extended from RecyclerView used as the only child view in three of the four 

fragments, which provides methods that can directly insert and remove a MyDropdownWindow 

from its view hierarchy. It stores the reference to items inserted using a LinkedHashMap, which 
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maintains the sequence of items in their insertion order. Its adapter is directly instantiated inside 

itself so that it can be used without manually defining another adapter and passing to it. To avoid 

waste of memory, its adapter does not have a copy of the references of its items. Rather, it gets 

items through an interface: 

Code Snippet 5 

 

This interface is implemented in SubPage. When the adapter makes a request by calling 

these interface methods, SubPage will return the requested data. This method of data 

communication is an example of object oriented languages’ polymorphism.  

Figure 16 

A simple flowchart demonstrating how data is transferred 

 

To extend an adapter for a RecyclerView, abstract methods onCreateViewHolder(), 

onBindViewHolder(), getItemCount() must be implemented. A ViewHolder must also be 
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customised to hold the UI components present in a single item in the RecyclerView. In this case, 

the ViewHolder only has one field with type MyDropdownWindow, since for SubPage, one item 

contains one MyDropdownWindow and nothing else. 

2.3.8.4. Implementation of SettingsPage and SettingsPageAdapter 

The technique in the implementation of SettingsPage used by SettingsFragment is similar 

to that used in SubPage. However, the main difference is that SettingsPage must accommodate 

multiple types of items simultaneously. To achieve this, the map should store another 

information, which is the type of the view. getItemViewType() should also be rewritten so 

that the RecyclerView will know which xml file to inflate. 

In implementation, SettingsPage accepts three types of child: a separator, a seek bar item 

or a switch tab. A separator item consists of a title only, which is used to visually group a 

number of settings. A switch item is a setting entry with a switch, usually used to enable or 

disable a function. A seek bar item has a draggable bar which can vary the value of a variable 

within a range. Please refer to the bottom-right screenshot in Figure 14 for their appearances. 

2.3.8.4. Implementation of fragments (common) 

All the four fragments override the following three super methods: 

● onCreateView() 

● onAttach() 

● onViewCreated() 

 In onCreateView(), the fragment’s layout view is inflated by a LayoutInflater from its 

xml file and returned to the system. In onAttach(), the context of the activity to which this 
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fragment is attached is saved.  In onViewCreated(), its child view SubPage is found by 

findViewById(), and each fragment’s init() is called. 

In each fragment, except for SettingsFragment, another three custom methods are written: 

● init(), called in each fragment’s OnViewCreated() 

● update(), called by MainInterfaceActivity in an update 

● stop(), called by MainInterfaceActivity when counting is stopped 

Since update() and stop() are for communication between fragments and 

MainInterfaceActivity during a counting, they are not needed in SettingsFragment as it does not 

have to respond to a counting event, unlike the three other fragments. 

2.3.8.5. Implementation of StatsFragment 

Besides all common operations mentioned above, one extra operation inside 

onAttach() in StatsFragment is to cast the context into IOnUpdateStats, an interface 

implemented in MainInterfaceActivity, which is responsible for transferring the count to 

MainInterfaceActivity for display on the white circle. Whenever update() is called, the interface 

method onUpdate() will be invoked.  

Code Snippet 6 

 

In init(), the only thing that has to be done is to add a StatsWindow into the collapsible 

window of a MyDropdownWindow of SubPage. First, an instance of StatsWindow is created. 

Then, entries of key-value are added to the window, with values initialised to “N/A”. Finally, the 
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window is added to MyDropdownWindow which is then added to SubPage. StatsWindow is a 

RecyclerView displaying a list of key-value pairs inside card-like views named CardView. Refer 

to the top-left screenshot in Figure x(p23) for its appearance. In essence, the entire view 

hierarchy is two nested RecyclerViews. The code below illustrates the operations mentioned 

above. For editable key-value pairs like start time, an extra OnClickListener is added to define 

the onclick events when the edit button is pressed (not shown below). 

Code Snippet 7 

 

In update(), the dataSet passed as the parameter is parsed into useful and more 

human-readable statistics listed below: 

● Guests currently present; 

● guests left; 

● Total guests arrived. 

Since the Arduino devices’ counts are cumulative, only the last entry of each device is 

needed to derive the current status. The number of guests arrived is calculated by summing up 

the last counts of all devices positioned at the entrances. Similarly, the number of guests left is 

determined by summing up the last counts of all devices positioned at the exits. Guests present is 

then the difference of the above two numbers. 

Two other key-value pairs, the start time and time of last refresh are both obtained from 

shared preferences. 
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After these values are got, they are rewritten into each entry in StatsWindow. It is 

achieved by giving each entry and MyDropdownWindow a unique identifier for later retrieval 

and exposing getter and setter methods. Code below illustrates how the values of entries are 

updated. 

Code Snippet 8 

 

The stop() method in StatsFragment is only a placeholder that does nothing. 

2.3.8.6. Implementation of ChartsFragment 

Unlike StatsFragment, the ChartsWindow does not hold key-value pairs. Instead, it holds 

a chart and a title for the chart. But similarly, ChartsFragment also initialises its SubPage in the 

same way as StatsFragment inside init().  

ChartsFragment contains a fixed bar named “aggregate”, in which there is a line chart 

showing the total number of people inside the campus against time, and a bar chart showing the 

change in the number of people between consecutive periods of time (i.e. how many people have 

gone out, in blue, and have gone in, in red). The fragment also contains one line chart for each 

device, added or removed dynamically during refresh, showing the change in the total counts 

with time. Additionally, all the charts can zoom in and out. The following screenshots show an 

example of these charts, with an interval of about three minutes between each two neighbouring 

data. Please note that the data by which the charts are drawn are simulated and created by a tester 

programme, not obtained from real-life field tests.  

Figure 17 
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To start off, getCustomLineChart() and getCustomBarChart() are designed to create an 

instance that is styled with default values, such as color, line widths, legends, margin spacing, 

etc. The two methods are each called once in init() to initialise the two charts under “aggregate”. 

Then, whenever a new device is detected, getCustomLineChart() will be called again to make a 

new chart for it. In addition to the charts, chart entries must also be customised and styled. 

Therefore getCustomBarData() and getCustomLineData() is called to customise a list of chart 

entries with the given fill color, line widths, bar widths, etc. 

Inside update(), all the charts are redrawn using the latest dataset. This is the most 

difficult part in the whole app development, because it involves making data with inconsistent 
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time intervals into chart entries that have a uniform, user-defined time interval. Meantime, the 

charts unfortunately support only float instead of long as its entry types, which is indispensable 

for storing timestamps. Therefore additional manipulation is needed, or precision of time will be 

lost, making the charts inaccurate.  

To overcome the first problem about intervals, a help method named getStartOfInterval() 

is defined. It returns the start of a time interval which the time instant “current” is in, when the 

start of the first interval is “start”, and every interval has a length of “interval”. For example, if 

current is 12, start is 0, and interval is 5, then the method will return 10. 

Code Snippet 9 

 

Figure 18 

Example input and output for getStartOfInterval() 
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To resolve the second problem, a time offset is needed to reduce the digits of time from 

13 to under nine, and changing the unit from milliseconds to seconds can reduce it by another 3. 

In this way the timestamp can be held by the float type which can store up to eight digits without 

precision loss. In implementing this, the current time is used as the time offset. The following are 

methods responsible for this. 

Code Snippet 10 

 

 

After having created these helper methods, the dataset now can be parsed much easier. 

For the first step of data manipulation, dataset passed in are converted from  Map<String, 

List<ArduinoEntry>> to Map<String, List<Entry>> or Map<String, 

List<BarEntry>> for line charts and bar charts respectively, using makeLineDataSet() 

and makeBarDataSet(). For both methods, the dataset is traversed from bottom up, i.e. from 

the latest to the earliest chronologically. For each entry, its timestamp is first truncated to whole 

minutes, then converted to the start of interval using the helper method above, and then 

compressed and stored inside each device’s list of chart entries. After traversion, all the lists are 

stored inside a map and returned. This algorithm ensures that for each time interval, only the 

earliest entry is stored and all other ones are overwritten, using the feature of Java’s maps that 

putting an entry with an existing key will overwrite the previous one. 
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For makeBarDataSet(), instead of directly writing the count data to chart entries, it 

writes the difference between two consecutive counts instead, as it is showing the change in 

count between two time instances and not the total count. 

In reality, the chart entries are created for individual devices first. After going through the 

above procedures, two other methods are yet needed to combine the individual datasets to 

aggregate datasets for the top two charts. These methods are combineToAggregateLineDataSet() 

and combineToAggregateBarDataSet(). They are easier to implement, as it is as simple as 

traversing all entries in all chart dataset and storing them inside a larger list. If two entries from 

different devices have the same timestamp, the two counts will be added together. To maintain 

chronological order, data is intermediately stored in a temporary TreeMap, which is sorted 

according to the natural ordering of its keys (Oracle Java Documentation, n.d.).  

Moreover, here is when the positions of devices must come into consideration. If a device 

is counting outflow of people, a leading coefficient of -1 will be added to each of its entries when 

being combined to the aggregate data. 

If a device is gone, which is because its file is manually deleted from the server, the bar 

for this device will be removed from the screen. This is implemented by maintaining a map 

named stillOnline. 

In stop(), the two charts under “aggregate” will be automatically saved to the phone 

gallery for future reference. 

init() is a placeholder that does nothing. 
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2.3.8.7. Implementation of DevicesFragment 

DeviceFragment is very similar to StatsFragment, in the sense that DeviceFragment also 

displays device information in the format of key-value pairs in CardViews. The difference only 

lies in their content. 

For one device, this fragment will show users its id, absolute and relative time of last 

update, total count till now and its configured position. The id is in fact the name of its file on the 

server, and the time of last update and count can be derived from the device’s last entry. Position 

is retrieved from shared preferences and is editable. 

The fragment will traverse all entries in the dataset and display each device inside one 

dropdown window. 

If a device is gone, which is because its file is manually deleted from the server, the bar 

for this device will be removed from the screen. This is implemented by maintaining a map 

named stillOnline. 

2.3.8.8. Implementation of SettingsFragment 

There are in total six settings in this fragment: 

● Enable count notification: enables the notification of current counts in the swipe down 

menu; 

● Enable auto refresh: enables automatic refreshes; 

● Auto refresh frequency: set the interval between to automatic refreshes; 

● Chart time axis interval: set the interval between two consecutive chart entries; the 

smaller it is, the larger number of data it will be drawn; 

● Notify if device is offline: enables the notification of a potentially offline device; 
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● Device considered offline after inactivity of: set the time lapse after an inactivity of 

which a device is considered to have been offline. 

As previously mentioned, this fragment has a different child named SettingsPage. By 

calling one of its three methods: addSeparatorTab(), addSeekBarTab() or addSwitchTab(), a 

setting entry will be created and inserted. Like MyCustomDialog, Builder Pattern is enabled, 

addSeparatorTab() requires only two parameters: the entry id and the title.  

addSwitchTab() requires an id, an icon, a title, a boolean to determine whether the button 

should be initially checked, and an OnCheckedChangeListener to store the user’s choice into a 

shared preferences entry.  

addSeekBarTab() requires an id, an icon, a title, two Strings indicating the lower and 

upper bound, a double value that determines the initial progress of the bar, an 

OnSeekBarChangeListener to store the chosen value, and a custom ISeekBarValueFormatter to 

format the seek bar’s progress into human-readable values. To get around the limitation that a 

seek bar can only have one listener while the listener and formatter passed in must both be called 

by seek bar, they are merged into a compound listener inside SettingsPageAdapter and passed to 

the seek bar. The following code demonstrates the idea of a compound listener used in the 

fragment, but is not part of the fragment. 
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Code Snippet 11 

 

Despite the flexibility offered by the three methods, in actual use, however, all the setting 

entries actually only modify shared preference entries when users interact with them. For 

example, the switch bar titled “Enable count notification” is associated with a boolean value 

named “notification”, retrieved in NotificationMaker to bypass the creation of a notification if set 

to false. Though not used, value interpolators can also be added to the formatters to enable 

non-linear changes, which can be included in the future work.  

2.3.9. Data fetching 

Data fetching is at the heart of this app, and is done by DataGetter. Each time a manual or 

automatic fresh is performed, its static method getDataFromFtp() is called and will return a 

map of type Map<String, List<ArduinoEntry>> which contains the dataset retrieved. 

More specifically, every list of this map stores all the data sent by one Arduino device whose id 

is the key of this list.  
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Throughout the whole process of data fetching, different kinds of errors and exceptions 

may occur due to the uncertainty of network operations. Therefore, the code must be designed 

well so that it can cope with them. Firstly, the method will check if the app is still properly 

connected to the server. If not, it will try to reconnect using the details saved. If it fails, an error 

message will be shown and a null will be returned. If connection is good, it will proceed to check 

if the local path for storing data exists. If not, it will try to make a directory. Otherwise, it will 

then proceed to download the files. If it finds out that no file is currently on the server, an error 

message will pop up. Assume no error occurs till now, all files will be downloaded. If the 

method finds out that the size of a file is not the same as the server claims it to be, which means 

the file is incomplete, it will recursively call itself to download again. Besides, if an exception is 

caught in any part, the process will terminate immediately and return a null. 

After all files are correctly downloaded, they will be traversed one by one. For each file, 

the method will read from bottom to top using a ReversedLinesFileReader. For each line, it will 

be parsed into a timestamp of long and a count of int. If an exception is thrown, the process will 

terminate and inform the user that the file contains unformattable values. If the timestamp is 

before start time set by the user, this entry will be ignored. Otherwise, it will be recorded to a list. 

At last, a map will collect all the lists together, one from each file, and the keys are the names of 

files, which are also the ids of the devices. A message will pop out indicating that the process has 

successfully finished without any error. 

The method provides an outward interface from which this app gets its data. This makes 

the app very flexible because, as long as a dataset of the specified type is obtained, no matter 

how and from where, the app can correctly visualise it with the exact same code. That means, the 
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online platform of data can be transferred to other servers or even to a database, with minimum 

change of code required for the app (only server information and the DataGetter need to be 

rewritten). 

2.3.10. Notifications 

All the operations related to notifications are done inside NotificationMaker. When a 

NotificationMaker is constructed in MainInterFaceActivity, a notification channel is registered 

for this app, which is compulsory for newer Android devices. 

This app supports two kinds of notifications: one displays the current count, the other 

showing an offline device.  

Figure 19 

 

Note. The appearances of the notifications may vary on different devices, but the texts will be the 

same. 

The first kind is constructed by makeCurrentPresent(). It is called inside update() of the 

MainInterfaceActivity when the figures are updated. The second kind is constructed by 

makeDeviceOffline(). It is called inside DevicesFragment after getting the devices’ last update 
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information. When the user turns off either of the two kinds in the settings, their respective 

cancel() methods are called and are immediately removed from the swipe down menu.  

2.3.11. Localisation 

After finishing interface design and functionality implementation, the last step of this app 

development process is to localise the app. For this project, only translation is needed for 

localisation, whereas for some other apps such as YouTube, they might have to alter their app’s 

behaviour because they need to provide users from different countries with different videos. 

Android Studio offers an easy-to-use translator that facilitates the translation process. For 

example, in this app, Chinese and English are supported and the latter is set to default. When 

translating from English to Chinese, a new string file under values-zh folder is automatically 

created. For each string from the original string file, the developers only need to type out its 

translation inside the “Chinese” column in the editor, as shown below. 

Figure 20 

 

 

It is necessary to store all string literals inside the string file instead of inside the code, or 

they cannot be translated. This is the significance of the standardisation practice mentioned in 

section 2.3.3.2. The choice of language will follow the language setting of the operating system. 

If Chinese is the current language preference, the app interface will look like this: 
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Figure 21 

 

Note. Because the format of time is obtained by the standard method 

SimpleDateFormat.getDateTimeInstance(), it will also follow the user’s setting in the 

operating system. 

2.4. Hardware Design  

Hardware design is an indispensable part of this project. It serves the purpose of 

transmitting the data from the physical device to the application, which would not be able to do 

anything if data transmission is not successful. The core components used and the 

implementation of design are discussed in detail in the sections below. 

2.4.1. Core components - Esp8266 NodeMCU (wifi module) 

NodeMCU is an open-source Lua based firmware and development board specially 

targeted for IoT (Internet of Things) based Applications. It includes firmware that runs on the 
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ESP8266 Wi-Fi SoC (System on a Chip) from Espressif Systems, and hardware which is based 

on the ESP-12 module. The ESP8266 type of NodeMCU is a low-cost Wi-Fi chip with TCP/IP 

protocol.  It can be programmed with Arduino IDE to obtain wifi connection and upload data to a 

designated web server in the format of a text file using File Transfer Protocol(FTP). 

Figure 22 

Esp8266 NodeMCU module 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23 

Pin configuration of esp8266 NodeMCU 

2.4.2. Primary Prototype 

2.4.2.1. Objective - Limitations in the COVID-19 Pandemic 

As previously stated, the ultimate objective of the project is to devise an add-on gadget to 

the IReye infrared sensor and extract data from the SD card provided. However, due to covid-19 

restrictions, the group did not have the chance to collaborate with the senior group who were 
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working on the infrared sensor. Besides, during discussions with the senior group, the senior 

group was not able to construct a functioning IReye system at that point of time. Hence, the 

group had to devise a substitute system to simulate the IReye’s people-counting system and 

achieve the objective of real-time data transmission.  

2.4.2.2. Working Mechanism 

The substitute system designed by the group is a button-counting system whereby

pressing the button once is equivalent to one person passing through the infrared sensor, and the 

number of button being pressed represents the number of people entering the location. The data 

generated is stored in the system inside a text file named the same as the name of the device. The 

esp8266 NodeMCU then connects to an external wifi (i.e. mobile phone hotspot) and uploads the 

text file to a private folder of the web server created by the group (www.projectireye.com). 

Eventually, the group’s app extracts the text file from the web server and displays it on the app. 

2.4.2.3. Schematics 

Figure 24 

Schematic Diagram of the Layout 
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Figure 25 

Pictorial layout of physical wiring 

 

2.4.2.4. Programming Part 

The programming part incorporates the execution code that stores the number of the push 

button being pressed and enables transmission of datafiles, as well as a few more features such as 

blinking of LED light that enhance the system’s robustness and make it more user-friendly. 

2.4.2.4.1. External Libraries 

During the process of configuring the esp8266 NodeMCU module with the Arduino IDE 

and building the simulation system, the group used external libraries written by other 

programmers. The two libraries used by the group are  “ESP8266WiFi.h” and “FTP_Client.h”, 

which greatly relieve the burden of programming for the group. 

2.4.2.4.2. Initialisation of the system 

At the beginning of the program, the group has to initialise the system by setting up the 

following functions:  
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● Initialising starting date and time. The time variable is pre-defined by the group as a 

13-digit number(epoch time, which counts how many milliseconds have passed since 1 

January, 1970), depending on the time at the beginning of the testing.  

● Initialising wifi connection, which enables the esp8266 to connect to nearby wifi or 

hotspot), and the ssid(name of the network) and password is pre-set by the group to 

smooth the auto-connecting process; 

Code Snippet 12 

 

● Initialising FTP connection, which finds the FTP server using the address, log into the 

FTP server and direct to the private folder inside the server. In the code, after calling the 

function myFtp.initFile() and myFtp.appendFile(), the strings of number of 

people at specific time transmitted to FTP server can be appended at the end of the file;  

Code Snippet 13 

 

● Initialising the circuit 
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Several electronic components are included in the circuit in order to enhance the 

robustness of the system, thus the program first sets them at input mode to ensure the circuit is 

working properly, as well as calling functions initWifi() and   initFtp()  to program 

the esp8266 module. 

Code Snippet 14 

 

2.4.2.4.3. Serial Communication 

One feature of the arduino program regarding serial communication enables the group to 

monitor the process of Wifi and FTP connection, as well as the status of data connection 

(whether it is successful), on the IDE’s serial monitor. 

Figure 26 

Serial console indicating the status of Wifi & FTP connection 
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2.4.2.4.5. Collecting data 

In the button-counting system, every time the button is being pressed is recognised by the 

system as one person entering the location. Besides, the counting process should also be 

monitored by the group, thus the group uses  Serial.print()  and  Serial.println()  

to be able to visualise the data storing process through a serial monitor in Arduino IDE. 

Code Snippet 15 

 

Figure 27 

Output of serial console 
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Note: The first digit in the uploading string is the time variable, the second being the number of 

people inside the location. 

2.4.2.4.6. Uploading text file and uploading frequency 

For every fixed period of time, the wifi module will send a data string to the designated 

file inside the server’s private folder. The length of the period is defined in the code as uploading 

frequency. By formatting the data into string, the group is able to operate on data of time and 

number and combine them into one single string as “a b”(refer to the figure above). 

Code Snippet 16 
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2.4.2.4.7. Enhancing utility - visualisation of Wifi & FTP connection and auto-connection 

During the whole process of data transmission, the device might be susceptible to a 

number of external interferences such as unstable network connection, arduino power outage, 

disconnection from the FTP server, etc. Hence, the group designed features to enhance the 

system’s robustness, which are listed below: 

● The blinking of LED light helps the group to tell if the wifi connection is successful. The 

program is set in such a way that if wifi connection is completed, the pin status of the 

LED light will be alternating between HIGH and LOW states, making it blink on a 

frequency of 1 Hz. Additionally, if power outage occurs, LED light will be off, signifying 

the group to check on power supply; 

Code Snippet 17 

 

● The blinking of blue light on the nodeMCU reassures the user that the data transmission 

is carried out steadily and successfully. For every 10 seconds (uploading frequency set by 

the group), as the string is uploaded to the text file on the FTP server, the blue builtin 

LED on the module will blink once. Also, the serial monitor in the IDE will inform the 

user of the unsuccessful connection and automatically demand the device to reconnect to 

the FTP server again; 
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Code Snippet 18 

 

Note: the initial state of the builtin LED is set as High (off) hence in every loop the LED will 

turn from HIGH(off) to LOW(ON) once, observed as blinking. 

● Removing the wire connected between the D6 pin and GND pin on the esp8266 module 

serves as a terminating step of the system. If the system reads there is no current flowing 

from the D6 pin, it will disconnect the wifi module’s connection from the FTP server, 

ending the transmission of data. The figures displayed on the app will remain unchanged. 

Code Snippet 19 
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RESULTS 

3.1. Tests 

3.1.1. Virtual Test for the app 

3.1.1.1. Method 

After making the first prototype of the app, a tester code in Java is written for debugging. 

The tester code is able to generate fabricated data that simulates real-life circumstances and send 

to the server. This way, without an Arduino device, the app can still be tested independently. 

3.1.1.2. Result 

The result is satisfactory. For normal operation, every manual and automatic update is 

successful and the counting can be started and ended without problem. For error handling, error 

messages are properly shown when the network is off, or under other unfavourable conditions 

that are deliberately created. Additionally, the charts are drawn correctly, and the app is able to 

change its behaviours in correct ways when its settings are modified. 

There is a minor bug that the app has a small probability to crash due to the notorious 

NullPointerException. Time has been devoted into fixing this bug but it still exists. In future 

work, a more thorough investigation can be done to eliminate all the possibilities for this bug to 

occur. 
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Figure 28 

Result of Virtual Testing 

\n 

3.1.2. Combined Test with Hardware 

3.1.2.1. Method 

After completion of hardware design, the group tested our first prototype which combines 

the hardware, software and intermediate platform for the first time. The group ran the Arduino 

device, a button-counting prototype, as well as the app simultaneously, and simulated the guest 

flow by pressing the button. By checking if the number of pressings could be displayed on the 

app’s interface in real-time,  the group is thus able to examine the reliability of the prototype as 

well as the sustainability of data transmission in a more real environment, with hands-on 

counting experience. 
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3.1.2.2. Results 

Both the hardware and the software were able to cooperate successfully and in a 

coordinated manner. To be specific, the app was able to display the latest count of button 

pressings on it. Furthermore, the prototype was also able to respond to a number of undesirable 

situations as expected. For instance, when the network connection of the Arduino device was 

deliberately turned off, the esp8266 wifi module tried to reconnect to the original wifi 

automatically, as expected. After some time of inactivity, the “device offline alert” feature took 

effect, popping up a notification on the handphone to notify the user to check the device. When 

the network was turned on again, the device was able to resume counting. Hence, the result 

proved the reliability as well as the robustness of the group’s prototype.  

Figure 28.1 

Picture of combined testing 
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3.2. Application Use Cases 

A use case is a description of how a person who actually uses that process or system will 

accomplish a goal (What is a Use Case?, n.d.). Listed below are several main use cases that the 

users will frequently come across, which are also a summary of this app’s basic features. 

Use case 1: Use case for login (Figure 29) 

Use case name Log-in on the mobile application  

Use case 
description 

A user to log in to the mobile application using his or her own username 
and password for authentication.  

Precondition The user has clicked on the app’s icon. 

Postcondition The operator enters its main interface (Figure 31). 

Basic flow 1. The operator keys in  his or her username and password on the 
login; 

2. The user clicks on the login button. 

Alternate flow 1. Username and password will be saved by checking the checkbox 
“remember login details”. 

Expected results 1. The operator logs on to the App successfully with the correct user 
account; 

2. If the username or password is not correct, login will be refused, 
with an error message shown above username textbox (Figure 
30); 

3. If the mobile phone lacks network connection, login will fail, with 
an error message shown above username textbox (Figure 30). 

 

Use case 2: Use case for status restoring 

Use case name Status restoring 

Use case 
description 

The app interface restores its status when it last logged off. 

Precondition The operator has logged into the app successfully. 
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Postcondition All data, including figures, charts, etc. are restored. 

Basic flow It is an automatic process. No manual operation is needed. 

Expected results 1. If there is an ongoing counting, the app will restore previous data 
and auto refresh once, and enter an “ongoing” status (Figure 32). 
The start time of counting will not change; 

2. If there is no ongoing counting, the app will enter a “stopped” 
status (Figure 33), displaying a white button with a “start” text. 

 

Use case 3: Use case for starting a counting 

Use case name Start counting 

Use case 
description 

The app starts a new counting event. 

Precondition No ongoing counting is present. 

Postcondition The app enters an “counting ongoing” status. 

Basic flow The user presses the white button that reads “Start”. 

Expected results 1. The app will invoke a refresh and start to retrieve and display 
data. 

2. The start time will be set to the time when the start button is 
pressed. 

 

Use case 4: Use case for stopping a counting 

Use case name Stop counting 

Use case 
description 

The app stops the current counting event. 

Precondition An ongoing counting is present. 

Postcondition The app enters “stopped” status. 

Basic flow The user presses the big white button, and confirms the pop-up dialog 
(Figure 34). 
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Alternate flow The user cancels the pop-up dialog, and the counting event will continue. 

Expected results 1. The app will clear all data currently shown; 
2. A”start” text reappears on the big white circle. 

 

Use case 5: Use case for changing start time 

Use case name Changing start time during counting 

Use case 
description 

The operator can change the start time of counting to explicitly ignore or 
include data from previous counting events. 

Precondition The counting is ongoing. 

Postcondition Start time will be changed. 

Basic flow 1. Press the editable button at top right of the start time card in the 
statistics subpage; 

2. Choose the date on the calendar as the new start time (Figure 35). 

Expected results The start time will be changed to what the user has specified, and data 
before that time will be ignored from the calculation of the displayed 
count of guest flow. 

 

Use case 6: Use case for changing position of devices 

Use case name Changing the position of devices 

Use case 
description 

The current version of IReye devices can only count single-direction 
human flow. In most situations, multiple devices are needed to deploy in 
both entrances and exits to record inflow and outflow of guests 
simultaneously. To fulfill multi-device support, this use case allows users 
to specify the role of each device so that the app will not mistake the 
count of people entered as the count of people exited, nor otherwise.  

Precondition Multiple IReye 1.0 devices are placed at different gates to count people 
entering and leaving the campus. 

Postcondition The position of each device is correctly configured. 

Basic flow 1. Press the editable button at the top right of the position card in the 
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device’s window; 
2. The operator switches the position of the divide between 

“entrance” and exit” in a pop-up dialog (Figure 36). 

Expected results 1. Data sent by devices that are set as “entrance” will increase the 
total number of guests currently inside the campus; 

2. Data sent by devices that are set as “exit”will reduce the total 
number of guests currently inside the campus. 

 

Use case 7: Use case for refreshing data (Figure 37) 

Use case name Refresh data 

Use case 
description 

The app shows data collected by IReye devices in real time, thus the app 
should be refreshed after a period of time. 

Precondition The counting is on going. 

Postcondition The app displays the latest data retrieved. 

Basic flow 1. The operator performs a pull down gesture within the frame of 
subpages; or 

2. The operator clicks on the highlighted icon in the bottom 
navigation bar; or 

3. A refresh is invoked automatically if it is enabled. 

Expected results If this refresh ends up successful: (Figure 38) 
1. the latest data will be retrieved, and the figures, charts & device 

information will be updated. 
If this refresh ends up unsuccessful: 

1. A message box “failed: cannot re-establish connection” pops out 
(Figure 39),  if the app has been disconnected from the FTP 
server, and a subsequent automatic attempt of re-login has also 
failed. Users should check their network connection; 

2. A message box “no data currently on server” pops out (Figure 
40), if there is no data uploaded by any device. Users should 
check if the counting devices are working properly; 

3. A message box “file retrieved is malformed” pops out (Figure 
41), if the data on the server contains unparseable content. This 
rarely happens unless a device has erroneously uploaded 
corrupted values, or someone has manually uploaded a file that 
the app is unable to process. 
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Use case 8: Use case for log-out 

Use case name Log out from the application 

Use case 
description 

Users can choose to log out if they do not need to monitor the data 
anymore or they want to temporarily switch to another app. 

Precondition The IReye 2.0 app is currently showing on screen. 

Postcondition The IReye 2.0 app disappears from the screen. 

Basic flow 1 If the user wants to completely log off, he/she will press the back key and 
confirm the pop-up dialog (Figure 42).  

Basic flow 2 If the user wants to temporarily switch to another app, he/she just has to 
press the home key. 

Expected results From basic flow 1: 
The account will be logged out and the app will disconnect itself from the 
server and be killed by the phone. Of course, the ongoing event can still 
be restored after a refresh once the user reopens and logs in to the app. 
From basic flow 2: 
The app will be put to background. It will carry on operating and the user 
can return to see the data without having to log in or refresh. 
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Figure 29 Figure 30 Figure 31 

Login interface Login failed Main interface 

 

Figure 32 Figure 33 Figure 34 

Ongoing status Stopped status Stop counting dialog 
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Figure 35 Figure 36 Figure 37 

Change start time calendar Dialog of changing position Refresh 

 

Figure 38 Figure 39 Figure 40 

Refresh successfully Failed to connect to server No data in the server 
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Figure 41 Figure 42 

Data is malformed Dialog of quitting app 
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CONCLUSION & AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT 

In conclusion, the project is able to successfully create a working mobile application that can 

provide users with real time data about the number of visitors in Hwa Chong using Android 

Studio. We have also successfully utilised Esp8266 NodeMCU to connect to the internet and 

transmit data to our app using FTP. 

However, the hardware is currently unable to connect to the IReye 1.0 and receive data from its 

SD card. Thus, we have to work with the group that made IReye 1.0 in the future to rectify this 

issue. Other areas of improvement include upgrading the app to support devices that count 

bidirectional guest flow and migrating our current external server to a safer one that supports 

SFTP/FTPS connection, or to a database which provides better and faster methods for storing 

and extracting data entries in large numbers. 
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APPENDIX 

In shared preferences file device.xml: 

Key name Type Value description 

<device-id> boolean true if this device is counting 
inflow; false if this device is 
counting outflow 

 

In shared preferences file status.xml: 

 Key Type Value description 

ongoing boolean true if the counting is 
ongoing; false if otherwise. 

lastRefresh long The epoch time in 
milliseconds of the last 
refresh 

startTime long The epoch time in 
milliseconds of the start time 
of the counting 

 

In shared preferences file user_prefs.xml 

Key name Type Value description 
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remember boolean true to allow storage and 
autofill of login details; false 
to disable the function 

notification boolean true to allow notification on 
current counts; false to 
disable it 

autoRefresh boolean true to enable automatic 
refresh; false to disable it 

notifyIfOffline boolean true to make notification 
about an offline device; false 
to disable it 

offlinePeriod long a device will be considered 
offline after this period of 
time of inactivity (not sending 
new data), in milliseconds 

refreshFrequency long The time interval in 
milliseconds between two 
automatic refreshes 

chartsInterval long The time interval of two 
consecutive entries for all 
charts, in milliseconds 

 

In shared preferences file userInfo.xml: 

Key name Type Value description 

password String The password filled by the 
user during login; will be 
erased if “remember” is set to 
false 

username String The username filled in by the 
user during login; will be 
erased if” remember” is set to 
false 
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